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Course design

• Current content

• Innovative approaches to teaching and learning

• Inclusivity

• Employability

• Ethics

• Formative feedback

• Personalising the student experience

• Assessment of learning outcomes…………

AND

• Internationalisation



Peer-review approach to Internationalising 
the Curriculum (IoC)

• School of Social Sciences developed a peer-review checklist for 

internationalising the curriculum (Gann, 2015)

• Part of much bigger review of all courses in the School (during 2012/13)

• Content of checklist

• Checklist used by 9 u/g courses and 12 p/g courses

• Designed for use by academic staff/teams as
aide memoire in the lead up to course review
and for quality managers/independent reviewers
to complete and check against course
documentation – so peer review aspect intrinsic
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• Keep definition of IoC broad 

- don’t spend trying to agree on a definition

- IoC much more than curriculum content 

• IoC should be on-going and embedded into QA processes - not an add on or 

separate endeavour

• Academic teams need ownership and control over processes and meaning of 

internationalisation

• Differences in approach across the disciplines should be welcomed

• Benefits

– Widens knowledge and encourages engagement – cultural change?

• Limitations

– (yet another) tick box exercise – no real change occurred – quantitative 
emphasis 
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Developing the checklist – 2014 - 16

• HEA strategic enhancement initiative – Internationalising the 

Curriculum – NTU IoC research group

• Disseminating checklist: NTU Course Leader’s Conference

(May 2015)

• Pilots with new NTU-wide courses – (Autumn 2015-Winter 2016)                    

» MSc Biology 

» MA Photography

» MA Culture Fashion

• University-wide adoption

– Shared with NTU Academic Standards and Quality Committee for NTU-wide use  
(Dec 2016)

– Checklist opted/adapted as a tool for academics for Curriculum Refresh (NTU 
strategy to refresh and reinterpret the curriculum)
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Further reflections

• What worked well

–Use of checklist as aide memoire for course developers

• What needs tweaking

–Peer review aspect

–Timing of use

• Reflecting back to initial findings

–Definitions of internationalisation and related terms 

–Embedding in QA processes
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Checklist in context:

• HEA strategic enhancement initiative – Internationalising the 

Curriculum – NTU IoC research group- 2014/15

• Compared activities in 15 subject areas

• Disciplinary traditions matter

– Multiple approaches

– Recognizing and capturing international learning 

• Challenges the ‘bolt-on’ approach to internationalisation

• Inspire and engage course teams

• Production of Vignettes

• Checklist and Curriculum Refresh
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Course 
 

Activity  

 

Purpose/objective of the activity 

 

Outcomes in terms of values, knowledge and attitudes  

 

Staff comments on significance to disciplinary 

learning/other learning 

  

Student comments on significance to disciplinary 

learning/other learning  
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